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Abstract—Gaussian mixture background model is widely used in
moving target detection of the image sequences. However, traditional
Gaussian mixture background model usually considers the time
continuity of the pixels, and establishes background through statistical
distribution of pixels without taking into account the pixels’ spatial
similarity, which will cause noise, imperfection and other problems.
This paper proposes a new Gaussian mixture modeling approach,
which combines the color and gradient of the spatial information, and
integrates the spatial information of the pixel sequences to establish
Gaussian mixture background. The experimental results show that the
movement background can be extracted accurately and efficiently, and
the algorithm is more robust, and can work in real time in tracking
applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OVING object tracking and analysis are widely used in
image processing, computer vision, pattern recognition,
and so on. How to design an effective and efficient tracking
algorithm has become a hot research topic. Moving object
detection is a core part of the whole tracking problem, and the
main approaches are frame difference, optical flow and
background subtraction.
Frame difference approach [2] compares the grayscale or
gradient information between different frames, which has
strong adaptability for dynamic scenarios, but can not extract
full moving foreground in case that the object moves slowly or
adjacent frames overlap with each other.
Optical flow approach [3] has high detection accuracy
through combining time and space information, which can
detect the moving object even though the camera is moving;
however, its high computational complexity makes it difficult
to realize this algorithm, and affects real-time moving object
detection.
Background subtraction approach carries out statistics for
the video sequences and obtains a robust scenario ground
through subtracting background image from current image.
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This algorithm generally can provide the most complete
characteristic data, work very fast, and meet requirements of
real-time system. However, dynamic scenario changes will
result in great difference between the extracted moving object
and the target, therefore, the background needs to be updated
continuously.
With many merits like simple, high real-time, etc., the
background subtraction approaches have been extensively
researched and widely applied. In the background subtraction
approach, established background is expected to adapt to light
changes, overcome the target occlusion and shadows, capture
multiple moving targets, and recognize slow-moving targets,
and capture the sudden intrusion and loss of the objects. Pfinder
et al [1] use the single Gaussian model to simulate background,
and establish tracking system for human beings, this approach
has a very good tracking performance in indoor scenarios, but it
can not work efficiently in complex multi-peak problems, such
as swinging leaves, sparkling lake, waving flags and so on.
Stauffer et al [4] use Gaussian mixture background model
which is based on the mixture modeling of pixel sequences, and
fully considers the time continuity of the pixels, but does not
combine the information in the spatial neighborhood of the
pixels, resulting in accumulated incorrect detection and
increased noise. Elgammal et al [5] propose a non-parametric
Gaussian core model for static scenarios, and divides the
background models into long-time background model and
short-time background model. As two different approaches are
used when updating the parameter, slow movement impact in
[4] can be solved, and a lookup table is used to simplify
calculation. However, the relationship between the pixel and its
neighboring pixels is not considered, incorrect detection
continues to accumulate. Javed et al [6] use a Gaussian mixture
model that combines color information and gradient
information, obtains contour points of the moving objects
through gradient model, fully employs gradient model
robustness to noise, and accurately extracts the moving objects
through block processing and combining color information, but
it is very complex in computation, does not consider spatial
coherence, and can not detect effectively and the noise effect
still exists. Zhang et al [7] establish a new moving foreground
detection algorithm for dynamic background subtraction by
combining pixel spatial information. This approach considers
pixel spatial information, and is able to detect moving
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foreground in moving screens, however, as it does not take
pixel time continuity into account, detection errors still exist.
According to the shortcomings of the above approaches, a
new spatial Gaussian gradient color model based on Gaussian
mixture background is proposed in this paper. The algorithm,
which has been well applied in moving tracking, obtains
moving object through background modeling that combines
spatial gradient model and the Gaussian spatial color model.
The new algorithm can not only effectively extract accurate
motion background, but also has good real-time performance
and robustness.
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Where K is the number of Gaussian distribution, wi ,t is the
weight, ui ,t is the ith mean value of time
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covariance of time t , η is Gaussian density function that is
defined as (4),
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wk ,t = (1 − α ) wk ,t −1 + α ( M k ,t )

(5)

⎧(1 − ρ )ut −1 + ρX t , if ( M i ,t = 1)
u t = I ( x, y , t ) = ⎨
ut −1 ,
else
⎩

(6)

⎧(1 − ρ )σ t2−1 + ρ ( X t − ut )T ( X t − ut ), if ( M i ,t = 1)⎫ (7)
⎬
σ t2−1 ,
else ⎭
⎩

σ t2 = ⎨

ρ = αη ( xt | uk , σ k )

(8)

If a pixel does not match all of the distributions, we can take
it as foreground point, and then create a new model to update
the original one, take the recent distribution of pixel value as
the new mean, and initialize a large variance and small weight.
To simplify the calculation, this paper uses the method in [7] to
build a lookup table: as for the updated hybrid model, if a pixel
always match one of the K distributions with time, that is,
M(k,t)=1, w will increase and σ will decrease continuously, you
can obtain Gaussian background model and detected
foreground by sorting w/σ and re-initialize w based on (2).
b

B. Parameter Space-time Neighborhood Method for
Gaussian Mixture Background Model
Stauffer [2] proposes a Gaussian mixture model for
background modeling, which is as follows:

(4)

distribution at time t. Assign M(k,t)=1, other parameters are
updated according to the following formula:

(1)

(2)

(2π ) | Σ |

1
2

1
− ( X t −ut )Τ Σ −1 ( X t −ut )
2

condition | xt − uk ,t |< 2.5*σ , then xt matches kth Gaussian

A. Image Sequence Pretreatment
For a particular pixel in the video image, pixel sequences are
formed in time domain, which can be described as:

Where I denotes a particular image,
t is a concrete frame, and,
Xt is the pixel value in a frame.
Because there are often many noise points in the image, the
foreground detection result is not satisfactory. Therefore,
Gaussian filtering, median filtering and other denoising
algorithms have been proposed to filter the noise, but Gaussian
smoothed filter will blur image details when filtering the noise,
and makes it difficult to detect certain small moving objects;
median filter is mainly applied to filter "Salt and Pepper" noise
with a limited role. In this paper, a simple three-order filter
operator in (2) is adopted to filter most noise while preserving
edge details.

n
2

e

With the color independence assumption, covariance can be
defined as Σ k ,t = σ k2 I ( σ k2 is the covariance of kth Gaussian

II. BACKGROUND MODELING

{ X 1 , X 2 ,L, X t } = {I ( x0 , y0 , i) :1 ≤ i ≤ t}

1

B = arg min b (∑ wk > T )

(9)

k =1

Where 1≤b≤K, and T reflects the threshold that the model has
created. If T is too small, the model often uses a single
distribution, and the model often uses the model of the best
distribution; If T is too large, the model often uses multiple
distributions, which is not robust to shivering leaves and Lake
Scenario and so on.
In [4], a color information based Gaussian mixture
background model is proposed, which fully considers the time
continuity of the pixels, but ignores the spatial coherence.
However, a pixel and its neighborhood pixels are not
independent; their relations are shown as the velocity of
moving objects and the similarity of color values. If a pixel is
detected as background point, and the neighborhood pixels are
foreground, the detection reliability needs to be considered. In
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the Gaussian mixture model, as incorrect detection is not
considered, which will result in incorrect detection
accumulation, and affect moving target detection results.
Therefore, this paper establishes a Gaussian mixture model by
adding spatial information. Some spatial information is shown
in Fig. 1, where black points represent foreground and white
points represent background, and nine points above are the
pixel distribution categories of the previous frame.

Where I (x, y, t −1) , I (x, y, t) and I '( x, y, t ) denote the pixel
values detected in t-1 and t frame, as well as the updated t
frame respectively, and thresholds are set to thresh1=2,
thresh2=2, thresh3=6 and thresh4=2. Thus, incorrect detection
is corrected, and the spatial adjacent pixels have a strong
similarity. If the foreground point of a pixel is detected as
background
point
when
updating
the
model,
1
use uk ,t = I ( x, y, t ) , σt =15 , wk , t =
to
update
the
2
|| I ( x , y , t ) − u k ,t ||

model; If the background point of a pixel is detected as
foreground point when updating the model, use uk ,t = uk ,t −1 ,
wk,t = (1−α)wk,t−1 , σ k ,t =|| I ( x, y, t ) − uk ,t ||2 −C to update the model,

where C is a constant.
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Fig. 1 The relation between pixels in the spatial and temporal
neighborhood system

For the moving objects detected in the previous and posterior
frames, because the relationship between spatial pixels is
ignored, many isolated noise points are regarded as
background, or some foreground points are taken as
background. To fix such errors and prevent error accumulation,
some spatial information is used in this paper. In Gaussian
mixture modeling process, if a pixel does not match any
distributions, then take it as a foreground point, and the
matched points are called background points and denoted as
follows: if pixel I ( x, y, t ) is foreground, then it can be denoted
as I = 1 , where I ∈ PF ; if pixel I ( x, y, t ) is background, then it

C. Gradient Gaussian Mixture Background Model
Although gradient Gaussian mixture background model can
remove most of the isolated noise points, as well as the holes in
the connected parts, it does not have perfect moving object
boundaries. As the gradient reflects the boundary information
of moving objects, experiments show that it is also a Gaussian
distribution. The statistics of the different types of pixels in
gradient sequence and time sequence are shown in Fig. 2.

can be denoted as I = 0 , where I ∈ PB , background and
foreground set meet the condition PB I PF = ∅ . In the current
frame, they are updated in the following conditions:
If the test results of a pixel are different in the previous frame
and current frame, that is, I (x, y, t)* I (x, y, t −1) = 0 , the method
used to update is:

R1 = I ( x − 2, y, t − 1) + I ( x − 1, y, t − 1)
+ I ( x + 1, y, t − 1) + I ( x + 2, y, t − 1)
R2 = I ( x, y − 2, t − 1) + I ( x, y − 1, t − 1)
+ I ( x, y + 1, t − 1) + I ( x, y + 2, t − 1)

(10)
(a)

(11)

⎧1, if ( R1 > thresh1) & ( R 2 > thresh2) (12)
I ′( x, y, t ) = ⎨
else
⎩0,
If the test results of a pixel are the same in the previous frame
and current frame that is, I (x, y, t)* I (x, y, t −1) = 0 , the method
used to update is:
⎧1 if (( R1 + R 2) > thresh3 & I ( x, y, t ) = 0) (13)
I '( x, y, t ) = ⎨
⎩0 if (( R1 + R 2) < thresh 4 & I ( x, y, t ) = 1)
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III. TRACKING APPLICATION
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(c)

Fig. 2 Comparison of gradient & pixel sequence for moving object

A Gaussian mixture model for gradient sequence is
established in this paper, which can detect the contour of a
moving object, and obtain the optimized foreground by
combining aforementioned spatial color model.
f x, y ~

1
n(2π )

K

∑ || ∑

d
2 i =1

x

In a tracking system, detection foreground is often affected
by light and shadow, and detected as a foreground, which will
affect tracking results, so it is essential to find an effective way
to remove the shadow. Current shadow removal methods are
mainly based on geometric model and shadow feature.
Geometric method is based on prior information, such as
moving target illumination, to remove the shadow, but it is
usually used in fixed application scenarios; shadow feature
based approach is based on the geometric characteristics of the
shadow, such as brightness, color, texture information to
differentiate shadow, background and foreground. When
background subtraction approach is used, shadow is usually
cast. As RGB color space is element correlated, shadow
influence to the image can not be reflected. In this paper, the
threshold is adjusted based on the method in [11], and
normalized new color space is used to replace traditional color
space to remove shadow. Experiments show that the new
algorithm can work effectively.

(14)
1
+ ∑ y || exp( ( μ − μi )T (∑ + ∑ ) −1 ( μ − μi ))
2

Where μ x, y and σ x, y denote the mean and variance of
gradient sequence. When g i , j − μ x , y ≥ βρ x , y , and parameter

β=1.9, the current pixel is recorded as foreground, otherwise, it
is recorded as background. In this paper, Gaussian spatial pixel
model does not need to be updated, but only the mean value and
the variance of the gradient model need to be updated.

μ x , y = μ x , y + M1 ( gi , j − μ x , y )

(15)

σ x2, y = σ x2, y + M1 (( gi , j − μ x , y )T ( gi , j − μ x , y ) − σ x2, y )

(16)

Carry out morphological erosion and dilation for the moving
foreground obtained from Gaussian gradient model, thus some
of the non-moving object contours are removed. Next, integrate
spatial information with the gradient information to optimize
the boundary of Gaussian space-time model, and ensure that
Gaussian mixture background model with more correcting
nature, moving objects with more perfect connectivity and
more significant resistance to noise. In the experiment,
Gaussian mixture background model establishes different
moving boundaries for application scenarios. We can obtain a
better
result
when
the
matched
threshold
is
through
a
large
number
of
gradient _ threshold = 8
experiments.
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Fig.3 Foreground image with shadow pruned

The new algorithm is mainly used in movement tracking.
Firstly, convert the given video or captured video to image
sequences, filter with the filtering algorithm to smooth the
image and reduce noise, then use the improved Gaussian
mixture background proposed in this paper to simulate
background, or detect the moving foreground. Exterminate
optimized foreground from aforementioned shadow by using
morphological filter for detected foreground; carry out
statistical analysis for the moving objects for detected
foreground after shadow detection, and establish Kalman
tracking model relating to the data. To solve the complicate
problems caused by multiple moving objects and occluders, a
Kalman tracking model for data association is proposed by
using multiple hypothesis approach in [5], and Kalman model
is used to predict the moving object's position of the next frame
and search for the optimal value by combining Mean Shift
Algorithm, finally, carry out target behavior analysis for
tracking objects.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm,
continuous detection and tracking simulations are carried out
for sequence image. Test samples are taken from a 320×240
AVI video shot in a road scenario, and the frame rate is 30fps.
Preprocess the image first by using the three-order filter
operator in (2) to filter most noise while preserving edge
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details, as shown in Fig. 4, (a) is the background extracted by
using the filtering and smoothing algorithm proposed in this
paper, and (b) is the result that is not filtered.

(a) with filter

(c) single Gaussian background

(d) multi-Gaussian background

(e) Non-parametric background

(f) parametric background

(b) without filter
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Fig. 4 Comparison of foreground images

Thus different methods are used to establish background
model, and extract the moving objects. It can be easily found
that the method used in this paper has better real-time
performance and robustness by comparing the different
methods, the experiment results are shown in Fig. 5: (a) is a
background obtained by calculating the mean value of 30
frames, then subtracting the third frame to obtain foreground,
this approach has more noise. (b) is the background obtained by
calculating the median value of 80 frames, then subtracting the
third frame to obtain foreground, and the differential threshold
used is 15. The theoretical analysis and experimental results
show that median background approach can detect perfect
foreground more easily than mean value approach, but it can
not handle the situations that the moving object is similar to the
background pixel values. (c) uses a single Gaussian
background model, and utilizes the previous 10 frames to
establish the model, and then update, where the Gaussian
probability threshold used is 0.1. As shown in the upper right
corner of the figure, this approach can not work effectively for
scenarios like shivering leaves and so on. (d) uses a multiple
Gaussian background model to obtain the foreground, and
utilizes the previous 10 frames to establish the background
model, Gaussian distributions number K=3, D=2.5, the
variance σ =6, background estimation threshold T=1.9* σ .
As time changes, incorrect detections will continue to
accumulate, and the impact of noise points will be increased.
(e) uses a nonparametric Gaussian core model, this approach
can work more effectively, and fill the foreground holes
extracted by Gaussian mixture model. However, as the spatial
information is not integrated into the model, and the treatments
for the boundaries are not enough, the foreground will still be
affected by the noises, (f) is the result of this algorithm.

(a) mean value method

(b) median method
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Fig. 5 Methods comparison for foreground detection

In our experiments, the selected Gaussian distribution
numbers in the color Gaussian background are K=3, D=1.9
and σ =6. There are often some glitches in the moving
foreground obtained, but the detected boundaries become more
perfect by using the gradient model, and a perfect foreground
object obtained by combining the color information, gradient
and spatial morphological operations, as shown in Fig. 6.

(a) without gradient model

(b) with gradient model

Fig. 6 Foreground image obtained with gradient

Carry out post-processing for the moving targets obtained
from above experiments, and then use Kalman filtering
algorithm mentioned above to track the moving objects. Since
this paper is for real-time systems, original Kalman algorithm is
improved to solve the complicate problems caused by multiple
moving objects and occluders, and a variety of assumptions are
added in this paper. As shown in Figure 7, experimental results
from left to right are moving scenario, background, foreground
and the tracking effect, we can easily find that the new
algorithm can work more effectively. Red line denotes the
moving object region detected from the foreground, and green
line is the result obtained by using the Kalman tracking.
Experiment I is the 46th frame of a video, which reflects the
tracking effect of the new algorithm when the color of moving
object and background is very close. Experiment II is the 452nd
frame of a video, the result shows that tiny object can still be
effectively detected and tracked.
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[2]
[3]
[4]

I-(a) original image

I-(b) background image

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
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I-(c) foreground image

I-(d) tracking result
[9]
[10]
[11]

II-(a) original image

II-(b) background image
[12]
[13]

[14]
II-(c) foreground image

II-(d) tracking result

Fig. 7 The experiment results in tracking application

[15]
[16]

V. CONCLUSION
As the traditional Gaussian mixture model ignores pixel
spatial relations, a new Gaussian mixture model is proposed in
this paper. The new algorithm combines the spatial information
and gradient information of the image to establish Gaussian
mixture model, thus combines Kalman to establish moving
tracking relating to the data. The model effectively solved the
influence of the lighting change, multi-target movement and the
disappearing, mixing and shading of movement objects to the
tracking effects. The new algorithm is simple, fast, and
consistent with the real-time tracking requirements in video
surveillance systems and other practical applications.
Experimental results prove the effectiveness and robustness of
the algorithm.
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